
 
The $25 challenge. 
 
Sourcecode and example files. 
 
All files are downloaded as *.odt files to satisfy wordpress.com regulations. 
 
For the codes to work the following extension changes should be performed: 
 
protocol_c.odt --> protocol.c 
functions_c.odt --> functions.c 
functions_h.odt --> functions.h 
 
For the test example used in the paper the following extension changes are 
recommended (though only the toyseed is needed to set up the problem): 
 
toyseed.odt --> toyseed 
toytest.odt --> toytest 
toyprog.odt --> toyprog 
 
---------------- 
 
Sourcecode : 
protocol.c functions.c functions.h 
 
Compile with something like 
gcc -I. protocol.c functions.c -lc -lm  
 
Just run the outfile (./a.out) with no flags, to see the synopsis. 
 
The file functions.h can be read to obtain an overview of the sourcecode, since 
it describes the operation of the three main uses of the code. 
 
---------------- 
 
Toys : 
These illustrate the basic principles.  Have a play. 
 
./a.out -g 7 < toyseed > toyprog 
 
This makes the example in the paper. 
 
 
./a.out -v 10000000 < toytest 
 
This runs some made up data against a made up key, so as to test the 
verification routine.  Try messing about with the toytest file to check the 
various paths through the code. 
 
 
./a.out -s < toyprog 
 



This makes the beta table for the toy example in the paper.  Helps give a feel 
for how the Walsh spectrum looks for the quantum stuff.  Take a transform of the 
data if you want actual probabilities. 
Note that for this example the key is << 01110 >> which is flagged up as 
0x00000e in the display of the spectrum.  Randomly there's another strong signal 
at 0x000006, but that's probably just because the example is so small. 
 
----------------- 
 
Live challenges : 
To make the live challenge, we need a random file of at least 33600 bytes. 
 
./a.out -g 487 < randfile > challengeprogram 
 
The file it generates is going to be about half a meg long, but it zips to 
something not much bigger than the seed, i.e. about 40k. 
challenge1.gz is such an example. 
 
----------------- 
 
 
Feedback : shepherd@cs.bris.ac.uk 
dan -- 20080603. 


